Drill: Take Five

Set #2  Count: 11

Director Viewpoint
Drill: Take Five  Set: m5  
Set #3  Count: 21

Director Viewpoint
Drill: Take Five   Set: m17 syncopated step

Set #6  Count: 81

Director Viewpoint

Created on 3D Java Interactive. Licensed to: North Hollywood High School
Drill: Take Five   Set: m25 head

Set #8  Count: 121
Drill: Take Five   Set: m29

Set #9  Count: 141

Director Viewpoint

Created on 3D Java Interactive. Licensed to: North Hollywood High School
Drill: Take Five   Set: m33 trombone soli

Set #10  Count: 161
Drill: Take Five  Set: m45 trombone + drums

Set #13  Count: 221

Director Viewpoint

Created on 3D Java Interactive. Licensed to: North Hollywood High School
Drill: Take Five   Set: m49 syncopated step

Set #15  Count: 261

Director Viewpoint